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President Obama signed an executive order in April of 2012 requiring 
institutions receiving payments from military or veteran education 
benefits to produce outcomes data on benefit recipients and to provide 
those recipients with additional educational assistance.  Current 
challenges to the federal budget have resulted in increased demands for 
fiscal accountability. The DoD, VA, and various congressional committees 
have begun questioning their return in investment on the Federal Tuition 
Assistance (TA) program.  Now that nearly a million veterans have made 
use of the Post-9/11 GI Bill, a key question has emerged:  What is the best 
way to measure the program's effectiveness? This presentation will 
identify several ways in which IHLs can track student data for veterans, 
service members, and their dependents using VA Once and other existing 
information systems that IHL’s are already using (such as Colleague and 
Banner).



• Who is responsible for colleting and reporting 
this data?

– Ultimately, the responsibility will fall to your 
school’s VA certifying official (SCO).

– However, this is a team effort which will require 
the assistance of numerous departments.

• Academic Advising

• Fiscal Operations



• What information/data are IHLs required to 
track and report?

– The accompanying handout details much of the 
information and data that the VA requires.

• Information related to enrollment certifications
– registration details

– Yellow Ribbon specific details

– amendments, adjustments, and terminations

– mitigating circumstances

– academic progress



• Department of Defense Memorandum of 
Understanding
– degree requirements

– transfer credit evaluations

– tuition and fee rates

– program competition verifications

• Presidential Executive Order - Principles of Excellence
– academic advising

– Financial Aid counseling

– student services accessibility



• How do we go about reporting this 
information?
– Much of the reporting is done via VA Once.

• Enrollment certifications

• Tuition and fees

• Adjustments, amendments, and terminations

– Other reporting is made via Right Now Web.
• Academic probation

– Compliance Surveys.



• What are the timelines associated with 
reporting this data?

– Reporting is done before, during, and after each 
enrollment period (our work is never done!)

• Enrollment certifications 
– are ideally completed prior to the start of each enrollment 

period

– however, adjustments, amendments, and terminations 
(including the requisite adjustments to tuition and fees) are 
made during and after each enrollment term 



• Graduation/Probation
– typically this information is delivered at the end of each 

enrollment period

• DoD MoU
– the majority of this information is provided to students prior 

to their admission

– tuition and fees are to be reported any time a change occurs

• Principals of Excellence
– on demand

• Compliance Surveys
– on demand



• Why is this information being reported?

– The federal government wants to see a return on 
their investment.

– We as veteran program administrators need this 
data to better serve our student populations.

• reactive to existing problems

• proactive in anticipating future issues 

• “recruitment”

• retention/academic success



Methods



• What do we need to track?

– % re-enrolled from the previous term

– % Graduated

– % Dropped Out

– % of GPA 2.0 or higher

– # of courses with grades below a “C”

– GPA



• This seems like a lot!

– Much of the aforementioned information can be 
accessed by using VA Once.

• % re-enrolled from the previous term

• % Graduated

• % Dropped Out

• this information can be disseminated by using simple 
Microsoft Excel features



• VA Once Tracking





• Charts built using only VA Once and Excel



• Matching Financials



• Matching this…



• …with Payment Sheets



• Mass Printing



• Filter!



• Suggested Reports

– Registered Students

– Plan of Work

– Total Hours/Certified Hours

– Course Load Change

– Non-Punitive

– Probation



• Suggested Databases/Spreadsheets

– Maintain a database with student details for each 
semester and a summary for each academic year.

• name, student ID, email, benefit status, 
grad/undergrad, year, major/college

– Create a spreadsheet displaying reported tuition 
and fees and reconcile this with fiscal operations.

• name, student ID, T&F reported, eligibility, expected 
amount, amount received, amount applied



QUESTIONS?


